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T
he business aviation industry in 
Europe has been longest in the 
doldrums. Flight activity fell 
more than 25% in the wake of 
the recession in 2008. This was 
an over-correction, as shown 
by the partial recovery in 2010-

2011. But a good part of the pre-2008 market did 
not come back, and in retrospect much of the peak 
demand is now considered a one-off bubble. Then 
came the double-dip in 2012, with recovery blown 
off course by the sovereign debt crisis in the Euro-
zone. As this was contained, activity regained im-
petus, then again lost momentum as the Ukraine 
crisis and subsequent economic recession undercut 
demand in Russia and Turkey.

By the end of last year, the previous twelve 
months growth rate had flat-lined. But the flat year 

belied a weakening trend for business jets specifi-
cally, this activity decreasing 3% during 2015. Prop 
activity – turboprop and piston flights, some 40% 
of total business aviation activity by WINGX defi-
nition – was up 5% for the year. With its user base 
largely in Western Europe, the Prop fleet’s activity 
had collapsed back in 2012, but then recovered in 
line with the upswing in the Eurozone. Without 
the exposure, which jets – especially large cabin – 
have had to Eastern Europe, Turkey and Russia, 
Prop activity has maintained growth since 2013 
and should continue to do so in 2016.

JET SIZE AND TYPE
Activity trends also differ for jet size and type since 
2008. What stands out is the consistent growth 
in the Ultra Long Range Jet segment. The activ-
ity trend for ULR jets barely touched zero after 

Risks remain, but the US market should provide momentum. There is a 
hint of renewed optimism about the global business aviation market this 
year. Of course this tends to happen every New Year, and at every EBACE 

and NBAA since 2008. Mostly, disappointment has ensued as growth 
has stalled or relapsed. But the last 18 months have looked a little more 

positive. The trends have not been uniform by any means, but there were 
definitely signs of a battered business getting back to its feet in 2015. 

More of the same this year looks like a pretty reasonable expectation, so 
long as the wider economic risks do not encroach.
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2008, before recovering swiftly, reaching 
a peak growth rate of over 25% in 2011. 
ULR flights were still growing 15% when 
the recession in Russia undercut demand. 
And even then, ULR flights increased in 
every month of 2015 in Europe, ending 
last year with 5% growth. The robustness 
of demand for ULR jets testifies to the re-
silience of this cabin’s typical buyer profile, 
whether ultra-high net worth individual or 
multinational corporation.

The ULR upwards trend corresponds to 
industry surveys which consistently show 
demand remains strongest for newest and 
largest jets. That is backed up by new air-
craft deliveries, which have favored large jet 
OEMs such as Bombardier and Gulfstream 
over the smaller aircraft manufacturers in 
the Textron group. This bifurcation has 
been with us since 2008, with jets valued 
under $25M, representing 50% of delivery 
value pre-2008, falling to under 25% of 
delivery value by 2013. But we may now be 
moving beyond this paradigm, at least in 
activity terms. The Heavy Jet segment, as 
distinct from the ULR platforms, slumped 
in the last 18 months. Meanwhile Light 
Jet activity has stabilized and even slightly 
grew in 2015.

GRADUAL RECOVERY
The gradual recovery of the Light Jet mar-
ket is the most encouraging news for the 
European market. Light Jet users were the 
mainstay of business aviation before 2008, 
the entrepreneurs and SMEs who value 
private jets as business tools. They were the 
most sensitive to falling revenues, restric-
tive lending and the public stigma of flying 
private. The return of this market suggests 
these customers have regained confidence. 
Mustang and Phenom very light jets have 
been in strong demand, so too have older 
light jets such as the CJ1 and CJ2, also tur-
boprops such as the King Air 350.

Medium Jet activity fell back significantly 
in Europe after 2012. This is where OEMs 
have felt the sharpest cut backs from corpo-
rations and fractional operators. The largest 
fleets of super light and midsize aircraft – 
Hawker 700-900 series and Lear 60s – are 
increasingly idle, activity falling some 15% 
last year. Realizing how shrunk this ad-
dressable market had become, Bombardier 
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Chart 2: Business aviation flight activity in Europe by 
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Chart 3: Business aviation activity in North America 
2013-2015

Chart 3: Business aviation activity in North America 2013-2015 
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The North American market is also show-
ing a more robust demand for small and 
medium sized aircraft. The Phenom 300 
has sold extremely well in the US in the last 
couple of years, with Embraer's 450 now 
joining the mix. NetJets will take delivery of 
a large fleet of Citation Latitudes in the next 
few months. Turboprop activity has kept 
growing, with Wheels Up exploiting the ver-
satility of the King Air 350. They and a host 
of other start- ups – Rise, Surf Air, Beacon 
- have introduced new membership models 
to repackage business aviation for a larger 
market. There's also a technology play, with 
online brokers like JetSmarter and Stellar 
raising millions to bring Expedia-style book-
ing engines into play.

GOLD-RUSH 
There is something of the gold-rush in the 
online charter space, as investors from out-
side the industry gamble on finding virgin 
territory for another uber. Even so, there is 
little question that the business aviation in-
dustry should be reaching out to a much big-
ger demographic than ultra-high net worth 
individuals. As they consolidate around 
larger airports and aircraft, scheduled air-
lines are leaving an increasing number of 
small communities without any other con-
nectivity. Taking the car is not the answer; 
according to the US Centre for Economics 
and Business Research, highway congestion 
cost more than US$120BN in 2013. So in 
the year 2016 we should start to see whether 
the new air taxi models can start exploit this 
opportunity.

Between them, North America and Eu-
rope contribute well over 80% of the global 
business jet fleet and flight activity. Latin 
America, Russia and the Middle East have 
fairly mature business jet markets, and fast-
growing new markets in China and West 
Africa have excited OEMs the last few years. 
But China's slowdown and the associated 
fall in oil and commodities, has put all these 
markets in the shade. It now looks all too 
certain these regions will continue to disap-
point business jet forecasts in 2016. So whilst 
Europe should not disappoint in eking out 
some revival in business aviation this year, 
growth in business aviation in 2016 will, 
more than ever since 2008, come down to 
what happens next in the US market.
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pulled the Lear 85 introduction early last year. The 
Medium Jet decline in activity would be much 
steeper were it not for the popularity of recently 
launched Super-midsize Challenger 350 and Gulf-
stream 280. Next year the segment should at last 
reflate as the Citation Latitude and Embraer 450 
get some traction on both sides of the Atlantic.

The combined effect of demand for different 
aircraft types should produce at least some activ-
ity growth in Europe in 2016, perhaps not more 
than 1% overall, more in Western Europe. North 
America, which accommodates five times the 
fleet and flight activity, should also grow. Like 
its economy, the US business aviation market is 
at a more mature stage of recovery than Europe. 
That said, aircraft deliveries are well below pre-
recession levels, and although overall activity has 
caught up, aircraft utilization is still below par. 
Some 12% of the fleet was promoted for sale last 
year, but at least 30% of the fleet is effectively 
idle. Flight activity still grew last year, but the 
pace is down on 2013-2014.

NORTH AMERICA
US activity this year will take its lead from the 
economy. That should stay on track, buoyed by low 
oil prices, relatively low interest rates and recently 
high corporate profits. There are however growing 
risks. Normalization of interest rates, begun in De-
cember, appears to be weakening already struggling 
developing economies in the rest of the world, dry-
ing up US export markets, China most important of 
all. The first impact of this concern is already being 
seen in tumbling stock markets. With the US presi-
dential election also due, the economic horizons are 
clouding up for US corporations. In this climate, 
the caution embedded by the 2008 recession could 
be tilted to a further year of wait-and-see when it 
comes to business jet purchases.

This impact may be felt hardest in the large 
cabin segment. This part of the market has done 
best the last few years in North America, but sales 
have slowed even as activity has continued to grow 
in the last year. The lower oil price has subdued 
demand in the energy sector, where the larger cor-
porate fleets tend towards heavy jet requirement. 
Purchasers may also wait out 2016 for the arrival of 
the Falcon 8X. In the meantime, bargains abound 
in the pre-owned market, with a surge in the num-
ber of ULR jets for sale in the last 12 months. US 
buyers are also finding great deals in the overseas 
markets. The active European fleet shrunk at least 
2% last year and we can expect further repatria-
tion of US-manufactured aircraft in 2016.
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